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1. The success of any DDR programme is dependent on all of the following 
except_____

     	--->> Bribery and corruption

     	      Political agreement

     	      Inclusion of all warring parties

     	      Security

2. which of this is NOT a factor why women are often excluded from DDR programmes?

     	      paucity of funds

     	      stimatisation of women

     	--->> Envy and jealousy among womenfolks

     	      non-possession of guns by women

3. ____is the process by which ex-combatants acquire civilian status and get trained for 
employment or acquire skills to earn legitimate income.

     	      Deradicalisation

     	      Orientation

     	      Indoctrination

     	--->> reintegration

4. The acronym DDR stands for_____

     	--->> disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration

     	      disarmament, demilitarization and reintegration

     	      displacement, demobilization and reintegration

     	      disarmament, demobilization, and reconstruction

5. For DDR process to succeed, warring parties should perceive external observers 
and peacekeepers as_____
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     	      Powerful

     	      Rich

     	--->> Impartial

     	      Partial

6. The political transformation of former rebel groups into political parties after 
demobilization has taken place in the following countries except_____

     	      Liberia

     	      Guatemala

     	      Kosovo

     	--->> Ghana

7. Which of these is not a potential drawback of cash in DDR programmes?

     	--->> Accelerates disarmament and demobilisation

     	      creates illegal arms market and regional arms trade

     	      fuels expectations and demands (security risk

     	      causes community resentment

8. which of this is NOT a challenge to the success of DDR programmes  in Africa?

     	      Political challenge

     	--->> Environmental challege

     	      Economic challenge

     	      Socio-cultural challenge

9. The first phase in a DDR programme is______

     	      Democratisation

     	--->> Disarmament

     	      Demobilisation

     	      Devolution
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10. The exploitation of resources by rebels and criminal gangs to prolong armed 
conflict is usually referred to as___

     	      Rule of law economy

     	--->> War economy

     	      Civil economy

     	      Third party economy
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